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ABSTRACT 

At low doses, relevant to nuclear incidents and accidental releases 

of radioactivity, the detriment of radiation extends beyond direct effects. 

This thesis investigates genomic instability, a subclass of non-targeted 

effects where damage and lethality is transmitted vertically and expressed 

in the progeny of cells many generations after initial radiation exposure. 

Through a series of experiments using clonogenic assay of human and fish 

cell culture, studies described in this thesis describe lethal mutations, 

hyper radiosensitivity and increased radioresistance – processes involving 

repair mechanisms that dictate survival in cells exposed to low doses. 

Further study investigates the difference in the relative biological effect of 

alpha particle radiation compared to what is expected at high doses. 

Results demonstrate increased radioresistance in a human cell line while 

also revealing increased lethality in a fish cell line confirming the need for 

consideration of dose-dependence as well as variance in behaviors of 

different cell lines and species. It is hoped the conclusions of this thesis 

will inspire the creation of protocols with greater attention to the indirect 

consequences of exposure to radiation at doses relevant to nuclear 

incidents and accidents.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

When responding to nuclear incidents and accidental releases of 

radiological material most protocols still rely on probabilistic risk models 

portraying direct effects of radiation. Human carcinogenesis is often a 

focus of these models and key assumptions of radiobiological effects still 

rely on interpolations from cancer incidence and mortality rates of the 

Japanese atomic bomb survivor Life Span Study (LSS) cohort (Hall & 

Giaccia, 2006). However, doses observed during nuclear 

incidents/accidents are orders of magnitude lower than those observed 

following atomic bombings. At lower doses the observed behaviors of cells 

are dominated by effects that are not in direct response to insult by 

radiation but are instead the result of complex mechanisms.  

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate low dose phenomena 

including lethal mutation, hyper radiosensitivity and increased 

radioresistance. It will outline differences in cell survival compared to what 

is expected from the Linear No-Threshold (LNT) hypothesis in doses where 

repair processes dictate survival. Further study will investigate variance in 
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behavior when exposed to different radiation qualities at low doses as well 

as differences due to cell line and species type. Through outlining indirect 

consequences of radiation exposure in doses relevant to nuclear 

incidents/accidents, better understanding can hopefully result in more 

effective decision-making tools. 

    

1.2 BACKGROUND 

When communicating unplanned exposures of radiation to 

individuals and the environment, regulatory bodies often use the 

International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) to describe in 

consistent terms the safety significance of an event. The scale classifies 

events into seven levels. Those that do not cause “actual consequences” 

but affect measures to prevent and cope such as radiological barriers and 

controls are termed “incidents” (Levels 1-3: ‘anomaly’, ‘incident’, ‘serious 

incident’). In contrast those with serious impacts threatening the safety of 

people, the environment and/or facilities are deemed “accidents” (Levels 4-

7: ‘accident with local consequences’, ‘accident with wider consequences’, 

‘serious accident’ and ‘major accident’ (IAEA, 2013). 

While doses received from military nuclear applications are often 

incomparable to doses from nuclear incidents/accidents, risk estimates 
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computed from the linear modelling of cancer incidence among survivors 

of atomic bombings have proved useful in describing radiation related risk 

of carcinogenesis at more relevant lower doses (Pierce & Preston, 2000). As 

such it has been the primary basis for the LNT hypothesis which suggests 

any exposure to radiation increases the risk of stochastic effects, 

particularly the risk of developing cancer, in a linear fashion proportionate 

to dose (ICRP, 2007). Reports by scientific committees such as the National 

Research Council Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation 

(BIER) and the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of 

Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) contain quantitative risk estimates in 

agreement with the LNT hypothesis. In turn these reports have largely 

influenced radiation risk and protection guideline recommendations from 

international regulatory bodies including the International Commission on 

Radiological Protection (ICRP). As these recommendations often require 

pragmatic judgment, the straight-line dose response is deemed practical 

for the purposes of safety as even in cases of discrepancy, risk is often 

overestimated (Boice, 2017). 

In addition to human epidemiological data, the LNT hypothesis also 

relies on biological assumptions in line with ‘target theory’ which suggests 

the requirement of a direct hit by radiation for an effect, or death (Elkind, 

1984). Following this, studies have attempted to depict exposure of 
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radiation as a direct trigger to tumor initiation, tumor promotion or 

malignant progression, however it has been shown that radiation can affect 

all phases depending on the dose, receptor and general state of the target 

cell (Burtt, et al., 2016). Further, responses in unirradiated progeny and 

neighbors of irradiated cells have been well documented and are 

collectively known as non-targeted effects (NTE). While at higher doses 

these effects rarely cause survival outcomes to vary from what is expected, 

the results of countless in-vitro studies have suggested that most, if not all 

low-dose survival is dictated through non-targeted cellular and genomic 

responses (Seymour & Mothersill, 2000). This is perhaps in part due to 

differences in gene expression, with greater upregulation of genes 

concerning cell proliferation and apoptosis at higher doses, compared to 

responses to low dose radiation involving genes regulating development, 

intercellular signaling, signal transduction and DNA damage responses 

(Ding, et al., 2005). As such, the use of signaling and altered repair to 

cause different levels of mutation and carcinogenesis relative to 

spontaneous levels have been put forward as justification for modifying the 

currently accepted LNT hypothesis (Scott, et al., 2003). 

 Observed NTE are often categorized into two main types. Instances 

where cell signaling pathways cause radiation-like effects in cells that did 

not receive direct energy deposition from the ionizing track are referred to 
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as bystander effects. Genomic instability on the other hand refers to 

instances where damage does not cause direct mortality and cells appear 

completely normal, however an increased acquisition rate of alteration or 

mutation in the genome is transmitted vertically and de novo effects are 

seen in distant progeny. In some instances, lethality is observed 

generations later, often referred to as lethal mutation. 

Expressions of genomic instability have been observed in 

experiments dating back to the early 1980s. In 1986, Seymour and 

Mothersill provided the first formal evidence for de novo damage in 

descendants through observing lower than expected progeny survival, 

coining the term “lethal mutations” (Seymour, et al., 1986). Weissenborn 

and Streffer later irradiated mouse embryos with X-rays in vivo and 

presented observations of chromosomal aberrations in first and second 

mitosis post irradiation in 1989 (Weissenborn & Streffer, 1989). By 1992, 

Kadhim et al boldly implicated the observed high frequencies of non-clonal 

aberrations in descendants to the transmission of chromosomal instability 

to progeny, in a paper published in Nature (Kadhim, et al., 1992). Through 

the years further studies have described a wide variety of delayed effects 

in progeny cells including delayed mutation and transformation, even 

expressed many generations following exposure (Morgan, et al., 1996). 
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The studies covered in this thesis focus on endpoints such as lethal 

mutations relating to genomic instability however it would be incorrect to 

completely dissociate such responses from the processes of bystander 

effects. Although further research is still required to define the absolute 

pathways dictating NTE, a growing consensus agrees on the involvement 

of chronic inflammation and epigenetics (Lorimore, et al., 2003). Consider 

the case where a cell receiving direct ionizing radiation employs cell-cell 

communication to promote the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

in its unirradiated neighbors. The production of ROS is thought to be a key 

mechanism behind the expression of mutations in bystander cells 

(Bishayee, et al., 2001). However, innate immune processes may also 

respond to the released ROS and inflammatory mediators, to cause 

downregulation of cell cycle checkpoints and DNA repair pathways 

(Colotta, et al., 2009). Signaling could additionally result in instability 

events in unirradiated progeny, expressed through remarkably higher 

frequencies of genetic changes such as mutations, chromosomal 

abnormalities or cell death compared to what would be expected from 

mutation in a single gene (Kadhim, et al., 2013). In contrast to target 

theory, where genetic changes of a single irradiated cell would predict 

clonal changes in progeny, it is thought that epigenetic changes such as 

DNA methylation explain why genomic damage observed in progeny cells 
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are non-clonal, as they do not involve alterations to the DNA sequence 

(Aypar, et al., 2010). 

 

1.3 PURPOSE 

While the lethal mutation phenotype has been observed in several 

cell lines, there is interest in its expression in malignant cells. Following 

the hypothesis that atypical low dose behaviors observed in malignant cell 

lines are due to defective DNA repair processes, the preservation of the 

lethal mutation phenotype across generations may also differ from normal 

human cell lines. Therefore, Chapter 2 follows the observation of genomic 

instability through the occurrence of lethal mutation in a human glioma 

cell line with metastatic potential.  

In the context of nuclear incidents and accidental release it is also 

useful to consider that organisms can be exposed to a variety of radiation 

qualities. It is therefore important to investigate low dose phenomena when 

exposed to particulate radiation. Linear energy transfer (LET) is often used 

to differentiate radiation types as it describes the amount of energy 

deposited to the interacting material, per unit of distance. Photons such 

as gamma rays are able to traverse great distances unchanged before being 

absorbed, however monoenergetic ions such as alpha particles cause 
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frequent direct ionizations within a smaller range. Due in part to the 

clustered nature of damage caused, the relative biological effectiveness 

(RBE) of an alpha particle is often described to be significantly higher than 

that of a gamma ray. This is a result of the concentration of damage given 

the same amount of absorbed energy (Goodhead, 1994).  

While this may be true for high doses, it has been shown that if a 

single alpha particle traverses a cell, it causes zero to small risk of 

oncogenic transformation (Miller, et al., 1999). Further, the work of 

Nagasawa and Little has shown significantly higher frequencies of 

mutation than would be expected through linear extrapolation from data 

for high doses, at doses where the mean number of alpha particle 

traversals per nucleus was significantly less than one (Nagasawa & Little, 

1999). Currently accepted recommendations for the radiation weighting 

factor (𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟) of alpha particles, which apply the concept of RBE to derive 

equivalent dose, are dose independent (Wrixon, 2008). However, research 

has shown instances for RBE to be dose dependent when high dose 

biological effects are substantially different to low dose effects (Higley, et 

al., 2012).  

The third chapter of this thesis studies whether NTE amplify low 

dose effects such that they are higher than what would be expected from 

established LNT related RBE values following exposure to low doses of an 
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environmental alpha emitter: radium-226. This chapter was adapted from 

an article submitted on September 17th, 2018 to the PLOS ONE journal 

titled “Relative biological effect of alpha particle radiation on low dose 

phenomena: lethal mutation, hyper-radiosensitivity and increased 

radioresistance”, co-authored by Dr. Xiaopei Shi, Dr. Soo Hyun Byun, Dr. 

Colin B. Seymour and Dr. Carmel E. Mothersill.  

 

1.4 CELL CULTURE 

The studies described in this thesis follow the lethal mutation 

phenotype assayed as reduced cloning efficiency in cultures of human and 

fish cell lines. The first cell line of interest (Chapter 2) is a human glioma 

cell line (T98G) transformed to exhibit immortality and anchorage-

independence (Stein, 1979), signatures of human tumors with metastatic 

potential (Mori, et al., 2009). Experiments described in Chapter 3 will 

observe a human keratinocyte cell line (HaCaT). In addition, due to the 

increasing relevance of protecting non-human biota from radium in 

hydrogeologic contaminations from mining, etc., this study will also 

investigate relative alpha exposure effects in the embryonic Chinook 

salmon cell line (CHSE-214). 
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In all studies, reduction in cloning efficiency was observed using the 

clonogenic assay technique developed by Puck and Marcus (Marcus, et al., 

1956). Cell stocks were maintained in T75 flasks with 30ml medium. Upon 

reaching 80-90% confluence, flasks were subcultured. Here cells were 

gently rinsed with calcium and magnesium-free DPBS in a biosafety level 

2 laminar flow cabinet. The cells were then detached from the flasks 

according to the specific requirements of the cell using a solution 

containing trypsin. Once the cells were detached, trypsin was neutralized 

using fresh culture media and the cell solution was centrifuged at 125g for 

4 minutes. The pellet was resuspended, and the cells were counted. The 

cells were then seeded into fresh flasks with fresh culture media at the 

Figure 1 – Following staining using diluted Fuchsin-Carbol, colonies 
with more than 50 cells are distinctly visible allowing for counting 

without the use of a microscope 
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required cell density such that at least 100 viable colonies could be 

expected to form in control flasks. 

Reporter T25 flasks were maintained in the incubator for 9 days. It 

was experimentally determined that following this incubation period, 

colonies in sham irradiated (control) flasks were visible to the naked eye. 

Flasks were stained using 1:4 (v/v) dilution of Fuchsin-Carbol (Ricca 

Chemical Co., Arlington TX) in water, and macroscopically visible colonies 

(confirmed to have more than 50 cells when observed under a microscope) 

were scored as survivors (Figure 1). 

 

1.5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 To follow the lethal mutation phenotype, experiments had to observe 

the cloning efficiency of unirradiated progeny cells compared to progenitor 

cells receiving direct irradiation. This was done using the experimental 

setup described in Figure 2. In general, two types of flasks were maintained 

throughout the duration of the experiment: donor flasks and reporter 

flasks. Reporter flasks contained colonies that were counted to give clonal 

efficiency, and thereby survival. These flasks were maintained in triplicates 

to improve reliability in the recorded observations. Donor flasks worked 
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similar to cell stocks containing the observed cells and their progeny 

through the experiment. 

 For each dose at the initial irradiation, one donor flask and three 

reporter flasks were prepared to contain 500 cells each. Following 

irradiation, the three reporter flasks were incubated and stained as 

described in the previous section. Cloning efficiencies observed in these 

reporter flasks represented the initial plating efficiencies from direct 

irradiation. The donor flask was left to incubate until 80-90% confluent, 

after which it was subcultured as previously described. Again, one donor 

and three reporter flasks were prepared to contain 500 cells each however 

there was no further irradiation to be done from this point onwards. The 

process was repeated, and cloning efficiencies observed in these reporter 

flasks represented survival fractions of the progeny (P2 and P3). It is 

assumed the cells in these flasks have not received direct exposure to 

radiation.  
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Figure 2 – Diagram describing the general experimental setup for lethal 
mutation experiments. Flasks marked with ‘R’ (blue) are reporter flasks 
while flasks marked with ‘P’ (black) are donor flasks. Only cells in the 

initial passage receive direct irradiation. The above is replicated for each 
dose observed  
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CHAPTER 2 

LETHAL MUTATIONS IN A HUMAN 
GLIOMA CELL LINE WITH METASTATIC 
POTENTIAL 
 

The study described in this chapter investigated the expression of 

the lethal mutation phenotype with respect to dose and time in a human 

glioma cell line (T98G) transformed to exhibit immortality and anchorage-

independence. T98G has previously shown interesting complexities to 

otherwise well-characterized NTE, such as a reduction in bystander effect 

between 0.5 and 2Gy. Its behavior is in line with other malignant cell lines 

that are equally radioresistant to 2Gy doses such as HGL21 and RT112 

(Mothersill, et al., 2002).  

At low doses (<1 Gy) the T98G cell line exhibits a region of increased 

sensitivity to acute doses of radiation, termed hyper-radiosensitivity (HRS), 

followed by a region of increased radioresistance (>~0.7 Gy), termed 

increased radioresistance (IRR) (Short, et al., 1999). In this region, the 

effect of irradiation is substantially underestimated by the linear-quadratic 

model (LQ) and is better described using the induced repair (IR) model 

(Joiner, et al., 2001). Study has suggested the mechanism behind this 
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phenomenon to be the ability for these cells to, at low doses, evade an early 

G2 checkpoint thereby increasing the likelihood of apoptosis (HRS). As 

increasing doses cause increasing levels of DNA damage, it is able to trigger 

the checkpoint allowing for effective repair (IRR) (Fernet, et al., 2010). Many 

tumor cells lack a G1/S cycle checkpoint and are therefore more 

dependent on G2/M checkpoints to control DNA repair. This suggested 

mechanism linking enhanced sensitivity to the evasion of ATM-dependent 

repair processes have been central in investigating ultra-fractionation of 

dose, to doses in the HRS region, to potentially have therapeutic 

advantages against radioresistant tumors (Schoenherr, et al., 2013).            

The T98G cells were exposed to γ irradiation in doses ranging from 

0.5Gy-10Gy and cultured for up to 18 population doublings. The lethal 

mutation phenotype was followed in the progeny of the initially irradiated 

cells and measurements were made of their cloning efficiency at intervals 

to reflect lethal damage in the progeny. The progeny of cells initially 

irradiated with 0.5Gy remained unaffected but descendants of cells 

exposed to higher doses expressed a constant rate of reduced clonal 

efficiency with respect to dose and time. The dose response relationship 

for lethal mutations observed in T98G was similar to previous experiments 

in HPV-G cells however the rate of lethal mutation with respect to time was 
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markedly lower. This supports previous experiments showing atypical non-

targeted effects in malignant cells. 

 

2.1 CELL CULTURE 

The T98G cell line used in this study were obtained as a gift from 

Prof. Brian Marples, (Department of Radiation Oncology, William 

Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, MI). The cell line was routinely maintained 

with Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium F12 (DMEM/F12) + L-glutamine 

+ HEPES (Gibco®, Oakville, Canada), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 

serum (FBS; Gibco). 

The clonogenic assay technique developed by Puck and Marcus 

(Marcus, et al., 1956) was used as described in Chapter 1.3. T98G cells 

were detached using a 0.25% (v/v) trypsin-0.53 mM EDTA solution (Gibco). 

Cells were counted in this study using an automatic cell counter model Z2 

(model Z™ 2; Beckman Coulter Inc., Fullerton, CA).  

 

2.2 ACUTE IRRADIATION USING A CS-137 SOURCE 

One set of control T25 flasks to receive 0Gy and four sets of T25 

flasks to receive 0.5Gy, 1Gy, 5Gy and 10Gy respectively were seeded and 
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left to incubate for 6 hours. As described in Chapter 1.4, a set for each 

dose refers to one donor flask and three reporter flasks. The flasks were 

then exposed to their respective γ-ray dose using a cesium-137 source 

(Taylor source, McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada). Flasks were 

placed at 26 cm from the radiation source, irradiated at a dose rate of 

0.273 Gy/min and the room temperature was around 26°C.  

All flasks were placed back in the incubator immediately after 

irradiation. Reporter flasks were incubated and stained as described in 

Chapter 1.3. The fraction of colonies formed from the 500 cells plated was 

deemed the initial plating efficiency from direct irradiation. The donor 

flasks were incubated for 7 days (6 population doublings) to reach 80-90% 

confluence after which an additional set of flasks were seeded with 500 

cells. The reporter flasks were incubated for 9 days and then stained as 

done prior. Donor flasks were incubated for 7 days before repeating the 

process for another passage. Each experiment followed 18 population 

doublings following the initial radiation. 

 

2.3 QUANTITATIVE METHODS 

Cloning efficiency of the observed cultures were quantified through 

survival fractions, where the number of colonies observed in reporter flasks 
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was divided by the number of cells seeded, corrected for plating efficiency. 

In addition, the residual survival was calculated at each observed interval, 

for each dose through following the recorded cell numbers at the start and 

end of each interval. Here, the product of the cells observed at the end of 

the current passage, with the total cell number at the end of the preceding 

passage, is divided by the initial number of cells seeded per passage 

corrected for plating efficiency. 

Following the observation of the lethal mutation phenotype at 

different time intervals following initial insult from radiation, statistical 

analysis was done to further describe the significance of damage seen in 

the clonogenic survival of plated progeny. Using the R Project for Statistical 

Computing (R Development Core Team, 2008), the mean residual survival 

at each observed interval was compared to the initial mean survival 

fraction through an analysis of variance (ANOVA) and a further post-hoc 

Tukey multiple comparisons of means test at a 95% family-wise confidence 

level. 

 

2.4 RESULTS 

Mean survival fractions and residual survivals are described in Table 

1. At 0.5Gy, the colony-forming efficiency of progeny was not greatly 
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affected. However, as doses increased to 1.0Gy and 5.0Gy, a particular 

decrease in residual survival is observed especially at the third observation 

of progeny (P4, 18 population doublings). The difference in means between 

the residual survival of progeny and the initial survival fraction is shown 

as a percentage of the mean with its respective statistical significance in 

Table 2. Following an initial dose of 0.5Gy, the cloning efficiency decreased 

by only 11% (p=0.99) by the first observation of progeny (P2, 6 population 

doublings), 6% (p=0.99) by the second observation (P3, 12 population 

doublings) and 16% (p=0.98) by the third observation (P4, 18 population 

doublings), further confirming little to no difference in the observed 

progeny. A constant trend of reduction in clonal efficiency is seen from 1Gy 

onwards. At 10Gy, a statistically significant difference is seen even at the 

first observation (P2) of 75% (p=0.0015). This is maintained in subsequent 

observations: P3 – 88% (p=0.0005), P4 – 100% (p=0.0004). 
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Table 1 – The lethal mutation phenotype as seen through reduced cloning efficiencies 
following γ-irradiation. There were roughly 7 days between observations (time taken to 
reach 80-90% confluency) 

 

Dose to progenitors (Gy) Mean Survival 
Fraction 

Mean Residual 
Survival 
Fraction 

 

0 

initial 1.00 1.00 
P2 1.00 1.00 
P3 1.00 1.00 
P4 1.00 1.00 

 

0.5 

initial 0.81 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.01 
P2 0.90 ± 0.06 0.72 ± 0.20 
P3 1.05 ± 0.04 0.76 ± 0.30 
P4 0.87 ± 0.06 0.68 ± 0.40 

 

1.0 

initial 0.76 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.01 
P2 0.80 ± 0.05 0.60 ± 0.20 
P3 0.84 ± 0.03 0.50 ± 0.20 
P4 0.86 ± 0.06 0.46 ± 0.30 

 

5.0 

initial 0.55 ± 0.03 0.55 ± 0.03 
P2 0.79 ± 0.06 0.43 ± 0.10 
P3 0.69 ± 0.04 0.34 ± 0.20 
P4 0.62 ± 0.07 0.24 ± 0.20 

 

10.0 

initial 0.08 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 
P2 0.25 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.01 
P3 0.34 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.002 
P4 0.70 ± 0.08 0.004 ± 0.003 

 
± standard deviation 
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Table 2 – Statistical analysis of the difference in mean residual survival fractions of 
progeny at different intervals following γ-irradiation 

 

Dose to progenitors (Gy) 
Difference in 

mean Residual 
SF (%) 

p adj 

 

0 
P2 – initial 0 - 
P3 – initial 0 - 
P4 – initial 0 - 

 

0.5 
P2 – initial -11% 0.99 
P3 – initial -6% 0.99 
P4 – initial -16% 0.98 

 

1.0 
P2 – initial -21% 0.93 
P3 – initial -34% 0.78 
P4 – initial -39% 0.69 

 

5.0 
P2 – initial -24% 0.94 
P3 – initial -38% 0.79 
P4 – initial -56% 0.56 

 

10.0 
P2 – initial -75% 0.0015 
P3 – initial -88% 0.0005 
P4 – initial -100% 0.0004 

 
 

2.5 DISCUSSION 

The results of this study can be compared to cultures of an 

immortalized human keratinocyte cell line known to express high levels of 

lethal mutations (HPV-G), where reduced colony-forming efficiency was 

also observed in progeny of cells surviving 1 – 3Gy γ irradiation in a dose-

dependent manner, but not 0.5Gy (Mothersill, et al., 2000). The reduction 

occurred at a greater rate however of 15-20% clonogenic cell loss per 
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population doubling for HPV-G cells, compared to 2-3% loss per population 

doubling for T98G cells even at the highest tested dose of 10Gy.  

The T98G human glioma cell line used in this study is unique in that 

it is able to become arrested in G1 phase under stationary phase 

conditions like normal cells, and yet exhibit transformed characteristics of 

anchorage independence and immortality (Stein, 1979). Previous studies 

have also shown the T98G cell line to show low-dose hyper-radiosensitivity 

(HRS) and increased radioresistance (IRR) [ (Short, et al., 1999), (Joiner, et 

al., 2001) ]. It is therefore expected for T98G cells to show lower than 

expected survival at doses below 1 Gy (hyper-radiosensitivity) compared to 

the linear-quadratic model, followed by lower than expected cell death 

(radioresistance) at higher doses. Like many other malignant, rapidly 

proliferating tumor lines (such as HGL21, RT112 and PC3) this hyper-

radiosensitivity/radioresistance is combined with reduced bystander effect 

noting the correlation of a cell’s ability to communicate damage signals, to 

non-targeted effects (Mothersill, et al., 2002). In comparison, the HPV-G 

cells while immortalized are not able to exhibit anchorage-independent 

growth (Chen, et al., 1993). Further, this human keratinocyte cell line is 

able to exhibit greater bystander effect and does not show hyper-

radioresistance (Ryan, et al., 2009).  
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CHAPTER 3 

RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF 
ALPHA PARTICLE RADIATION ON LOW 
DOSE PHENOMENA 
 

At high doses, the current recommended radiation weighting factors 

advise a significantly higher effectiveness of alpha particles relative to 

gamma radiation. However, at lower doses, the ratio of effectiveness 

between radiations of varying linear energy transfer values is complicated 

due to the relative importance of low dose phenomena such as genomic 

instability, bystander effects, low dose hyper-radiosensitivity and 

increased radioresistance (HRS/IRR).  

Radium is a common source of alpha radiation exposure to humans, 

but the dosimetry is complicated by the decay chain which involves gamma 

exposure due to radon daughters. The study described in this chapter 

aimed to isolate the relative biological effect of alpha particles after low 

doses of radium to cells and their progeny. This was done by subtracting 

the survival values of a human keratinocyte cell line (HaCaT) and an 

embryonic Chinook salmon cell line (CHSE-214) exposed to gamma 

irradiation, from survival of the same cell lines exposed to mixed alpha and 
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gamma irradiation through chronic exposure to Ra-226 and its decay 

products.  

The human cell line showed increased radioresistance when exposed 

to low doses of alpha particles. In contrast the fish cell line, which 

demonstrated radioresistance to low dose gamma energy, demonstrated 

increased lethality when exposed to low doses of alpha particles. The 

results confirm the need to consider the dose-response relationship when 

developing radiation weighting factors for low dose exposures, as well as 

the need to be aware of possible cell line and species differences. 

 

3.1 CELL CULTURE 

The HaCaT cell line is an immortalized human keratinocyte cell line 

originally derived and characterized by Boukamp et al (Boukamp, et al., 

1988). The cell line used in this study was obtained as a gift from Dr. Orla 

Howe (Dublin, Ireland). The cell line was routinely maintained with RPMI-

1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen, 

Burlington, Canada), 5 ml of 200 mM L-Glutamine (Gibco, Burlington, 

Canada), 0.5 g/ml hydrocortisone (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, Canada), 25 

mM Hepes buffer (Gibco), penicillin and streptomycin (Gibco). These cells 

were grown at 37°C in an incubator with 5% CO2. 
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The CHSE-214 is an embryonic cell line derived from Chinook 

salmon obtained as a gift from Dr. Neils Bols (Waterloo, Canada). CHSE-

214 cells were cultured by Dr. Xiaopei Shi in Leibovitz’s L-15 medium 

supplemented with 12% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen), 5 ml of 200 mM 

L-Glutamine (Gibco), 25 mM Hepes buffer (Gibco), penicillin and 

streptomycin (Gibco). These cells were grown at 19°C in an incubator 

without CO2. 

Similar to the experiments described in Chapter 2, reduction in 

cloning efficiency was observed using the clonogenic assay technique 

developed by Puck and Marcus (Marcus, et al., 1956) as described in 

Chapter 1.3. The HaCaT cells were detached using a 0.25% (v/v) trypsin-

1 mM EDTA solution (Gibco) at 37°C for 8 minutes, while CHSE-214 cells 

were detached using a 0.125% (v/v) trypsin-1 mM EDTA solution (Gibco) 

at 19°C for 8 minutes. Cells were counted in this study using an automated 

cell counter (Bio-Rad TC20). 

 

3.2 CHRONIC IRRADIATION USING Ra-226 IN MEDIUM 

Dr. Xiaopei Shi conducted the cell preparation, Ra-226 irradiation, 

clonogenic assay and data collection described in the following section. The 
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results of these experiments have been previously submitted as part of a 

doctoral thesis (Shi, 2016). 

Stock solutions of medium containing the radioisotope Ra-226 were 

prepared using neutralized radium nitrate (Eckert and Ziegler, Valencia, 

USA). 100 ml L-15 or RPMI medium was mixed with 1000 Bq of Ra-226 

solution. The concentration of Ra-226 in this stock medium was 10,000 

mBq/ml. After filtering into storage tubes, serial dilutions were made to 

give the required final concentrations. 

500 cells were initially seeded into sets of T25 flasks containing 5 ml 

of medium with Ra-226 or control medium. Sets were prepared as 

described in Chapter 1.4 (one donor flask and three reporter flasks) for 

each respective concentration: 0, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 200 or 500 mBq/ml Ra-

226. Flasks were maintained in the incubator for 9 days after which the 

radioactive medium was removed, and the cells were gently rinsed with 

calcium and magnesium-free DPBS. Ra-226 residues in the flasks were 

assumed to be insignificant. Flasks then received 5 ml of fresh culture 

medium without Ra-226 and returned to the incubator. Reporter flasks 

were incubated and stained as previously described. Cloning efficiencies 

observed in these reporter flasks represented the initial plating efficiencies 

from direct chronic irradiation. The remaining donor flask of each 

concentration was left to incubate until 80-90% confluency, after which it 
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was subcultured as described in Chapter 1.3. From here on however no 

further irradiation was to be done and all flasks received fresh culture 

medium containing 0 mBq/ml Ra-226. The process was repeated as 

before, and cloning efficiencies observed in these reporter flasks 

represented survival fractions of the progeny. (P2). 

 

3.3 ACUTE IRRADIATION USING A CS-137 SOURCE 

As with the Ra-226 experiments, Sets of T25 flasks were seeded with 

500 cells for each respective dose: 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 or 1 Gy. The 

flasks were incubated for 6 hours to allow for cells to adhere to the flask, 

after which they were exposed to their respective γ-ray dose using a 

cesium-137 source (Taylor source, McMaster University, Hamilton, 

Canada). Flasks were placed at 26 cm from the radiation source, irradiated 

at a dose rate of 0.273 Gy/min and the room temperature was around 

26°C.  

All flasks were placed back in the incubator immediately after 

irradiation. Similar to the Ra-226 experiments, reporter flasks were 

incubated and stained as described above (initial). Donor flasks were 

incubated until cells were 80-90% confluent, after which they were 
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subcultured as described above with fresh culture medium. This process 

was also repeated twice as above (P2 and P3). 

 

3.4 DETERMINING γ DOSE FROM RA-226 

All possible γ emission events during the decay of Ra-226 to 

daughters Pb-214 and Bi-214 were tabulated according to their energy 

(keV) and probability (%) (Eckert & Ziegler, 2010). Total γ energy emitted 

per decay was then found through the summation of each γ energy 

multiplied by its emission probability. A system was then set up to describe 

the source geometry: a plane of uniformly spread particles with a y-

dimension twice as big as the x-dimension (similar to T-25 flask 

dimensions), with each particle emitting the γ energy calculated previously. 

The radionuclide was assumed to be evenly distributed in the medium. As 

such, the number of particles (𝑁𝑁) emitted from the source was calculated 

through the concentration of Ra-226 in each respective medium (dividing 

the activity by the decay constant). Radionuclides in the corners of the 

flask would only contribute dose to 90°, while those immediately adjacent 
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to the flask walls would only contribute 180° of dose. Figure 3 shows one 

iteration describing the spatial distribution of γ emissions in a flask.  

Dose rate contributed by each particle was calculated using the 

following equation: 

�̇�𝐷 =
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

4𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2
𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝜌𝜌

 

Where A represents the respective activity (Bq), E represents the respective 

γ energy emitted per decay (MeV) and 𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒/𝜌𝜌 represents the mass energy-

absorption coefficient (assumed to be 0.05 to represent cells). The final 

dose was determined in Gy through multiplying the average dose rate for 

all particles in the flask (determined with consideration to the previously 

Figure 3 – One iteration of the Monte Carlo simulation determining the 
spatial distribution of Ra-226 particles emitting gamma energy per 

emission (500 mBq/ml shown). The gamma energy is shown in MeV 
according to the legend 
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defined geometry parameters through Monte Carlo simulation) by the time 

exposed to Ra-226 (9 days or 7.8 × 105 seconds). 

 

3.5 CURVE MODELLING 

Survival fractions/plating efficiencies of cells are determined as 

cloning efficiency observed through staining: the fraction of colonies 

formed from the 500 cells plated. Residual survival fractions were 

calculated at each observed interval and for each dose through following 

the recorded cell numbers at the start and end of each interval, in 

accordance to previous delayed lethal effect assays by Mothersill et al. [ 

(Lyng, et al., 1996), (Mothersill, et al., 2000) ]. Here, the product of the cells 

observed at the end of the current passage, with the total cell number at 

the end of the preceding passage, was divided by the initial number of cells 

seeded per passage corrected for plating efficiency. Finally, curves were 

fitted to the calculated residual survival values at each observed interval 

using the induced-repair equation taken from the model described by 

Lambin et al. (Lambin, et al., 1993): 

𝑆𝑆 = exp�−𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟 �1 + �
𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠
𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟

− 1� 𝑒𝑒−
𝐷𝐷
𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐�𝐷𝐷 − 𝛽𝛽𝐷𝐷2� 
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Here 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟  describes the traditional linear-quadratic dose-response model 

while 𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 describes a region of the curve showing resistance from the linear 

component. Curves were fit using the R Project for Statistical Computing 

(R Development Core Team, 2008) through the nlsLM function of 

MINPACK, which uses a modified Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to 

perform non-linear regression. The residual sum of squares (RSS) was 

used to further observe the fit of the curve to empirical values, as well as 

verify the use of the induced-repair equation compared to the traditional 

linear-quadratic model. 

To isolate the effect of α-particles on the survival and genomic 

instability of cells, this study subtracted effects observed after γ irradiation 

(through acute exposure to Cs-137) from mixed α and γ irradiation 

(through chronic exposure to Ra-226). Once the empirical data of the study 

is represented through curves, this is simply done through subtracting the 

function of one curve from the other.  

 

3.6 RESULTS 

HUMAN KERATINOCYTE CELL LINE (HaCaT) 

Fitted curves representing the residual survival fractions for HaCaT 

cells show markedly different responses in directly exposed cells and their 
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progeny with acute exposure to Cs-137 compared to those with chronic 

exposure to Ra-226 (Figure 4). Progenitor HaCat cells (initial) exposed to 

Cs-137 show a region of hyper-radiosensitivity (HRS) at very low doses with 

lower survival than would be expected by the traditional linear-quadratic 

model, followed by a region of increased radioresistance (IRR). The progeny 

of these cells continue to demonstrate such HRS/IRR behavior with further 

decrease in cloning efficiency thereby observing lethal mutations in those 

generations. In particular significant decreases in cloning efficiencies are 

observed in the first observation of progeny of cells (P2, 8 population 

doublings) irradiated at 0.05 Gy by 19% (p=0.007), 0.1 Gy by 23% 

(p=0.00007), 0.25 Gy by 14% (p=0.02), 0.5 Gy by 15% (p=0.01) and 0.75 

Gy by 17% (p=0.0004). Further significant decreases are observed in the 

second observation of progeny (P3, 16 population doublings) at 0.05 Gy by 

17% (p=0.01) and at 0.1 Gy by 14% (p=0.001). The residual sum of squares 

(RSS) values for the initial, P2 and P3 curves are 0.0003, 0.004 and 0.002 

respectively, demonstrating noticeably better fit with the induced-repair 

equation compared to the traditional linear-quadratic model (RSS values 

of 0.2, 0.09 and 0.2 respectively). 
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Figure 4 – Residual survival fractions as represented through fitted 
curves following the induced-repair model. Green curves represent cells 
exposed to Cs-137 and their progeny while black curves represent cells 

exposed to Ra-226 and their progeny. The darkest/solid curves represent 
the initial survival of the progenitors directly receiving radiation, 

medium/dashed curves represent the first observation of progeny (not 
directly irradiated), and the lightest/dotted curves represent the second 

observation of progeny (not directly irradiated). There were roughly 7 
days between observations (time taken to reach 80-90% confluency) 
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In comparison, progenitor cells exposed to Ra-226 show significantly 

greater survival with many observations of higher cloning efficiency 

compared to sham irradiated control flasks (denoted as survival values 

greater than 100%). As such no HRS region is observed, with little to no 

change in survival compared to control in cells exposed to concentrations 

greater than 0.1 mBq/ml of Ra-226. At P2, survival of progeny in 

concentrations up to 10 mBq/ml of Ra-226 observe significantly higher 

survival compared to control, while observations at P3 show similar 

survival values to what was observed in the progenitors. Despite lacking 

an HRS/IRR region, the induced-repair equation still shows greater fit with 

RSS values of 0.006, 0.03 and 0.005 respectively for the initial, P2 and P3 

curves (compared to 0.02, 0.08 and 0.03 respectively for the traditional 

linear-quadratic model), as it better matches the observed hyper increased 

radioresistance (HIRR) observed at very low doses.  

Through subtracting the functions of fitted curves for cells exposed 

to Cs-137 from those exposed to Ra-226 at each interval, the relative effect 

of alpha exposure to the residual survival of HaCaT cells was isolated (see 

Table 3). Figure 5 describes the functions of the isolated effect of alpha 

exposure to residual survival graphically at each observation. 
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Table 3 – Isolating the relative effect of alpha exposure to the residual survival of HaCaT 
cells. At each dose, “Expected Residual Survival due to γ” was calculated using the gamma 
component of the dose, and the function representing residual survival of cells exposed 
to Cs-137. This was then compared to the residual survival observed when cells were 
exposed to Ra-226. The difference (Δ) is the isolated effect of alpha exposure. Note negative 
difference values indicate higher survival of cells in the presence of alpha particles, versus 
gamma exposure 

Dose 
(mBq/ml Ra-226) 

Expected 
Residual 
Survival 
due to γ 

Observed 
Ra-226 

Residual 
Survival 

(γ+α) 

Δ 

0 

    

Initial 1.00 1.00 0.00 

P2 1.00 1.00 0.00 

P3 1.00 1.00 0.00 

0.1 

    

Initial 1.00 1.09 -0.09 

P2 0.10 1.18 -0.18 

P3 0.99 1.09 -0.10 

1 

    

Initial 0.99 1.07 -0.08 

P2 0.97 1.16 -0.19 

P3 0.94 1.15 -0.21 

10 

    

Initial 0.95 1.07 -0.12 

P2 0.79 1.15 -0.36 

P3 0.65 1.06 -0.41 

100 

    

Initial 0.91 1.04 -0.13 

P2 0.76 1.03 -0.27 

P3 0.69 1.01 -0.32 

200 

    

Initial 0.86 1.07 -0.21 

P2 0.69 1.13 -0.44 

P3 0.65 1.01 -0.36 

500 

    

Initial 0.58 0.92 -0.34 

P2 0.62 0.79 -0.17 

P3 0.64 0.86 -0.22 
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Figure 5 – Calculated relative effect of alpha particle exposure on 

residual survival of HaCaT cells, as a function of effective gamma dose to 
progenitor cells. The darkest/solid curve represents the initial survival of 

progenitors directly receiving radiation, the medium/dashed curve 
represents the first observation of progeny (not directly irradiated), and 
the lightest/dotted curve represents the second observation of progeny 

(not directly irradiated). There were roughly 7 days between observations 
(time taken to reach 80-90% confluency) 
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EMBRYONIC CHINOOK SALMON CELL LINE (CHSE-214) 

In contrast to the studied human cell line, there was no significant 

cell death observed in the directly exposed cells of the CHSE-214 fish cell 

line and their progeny to acute Cs-137 exposure (Figure 6). This shows an 

existing radioresistance when compared to human cell culture (Ryan, et 

al., 2008). When CHSE-214 cells were exposed to Ra-226 however, 

progenitor cells show a marked response with decreasing cell survival 

following an almost linear trend with respect to dose. Residual survival 

observed at P2 (8 doubling periods) show increased lethal mutation 

however residual survival observed in the subsequent progeny at P3 (16 

doubling periods) demonstrate a return of radioresistance with survival 

values similar to initial values. 

 Using the same methodology as was done for the human cell line, 

the relative effect of alpha exposure to the residual survival of CHSE-214 

cells was isolated (see Table 4). As exposure to gamma irradiation caused 

little to no effect in residual survival, the isolated relative effect of alpha 

exposure is significant, especially at the higher end of the low dose range. 

The dose dependent function for the isolated effect at each observation is 

shown graphically in Figure 7. 
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Figure 6 – Residual survival fractions as represented through fitted 
curves following the induced-repair model. Green curves represent cells 
exposed to Cs-137 and their progeny while black curves represent cells 

exposed to Ra-226 and their progeny. The darkest/solid curve represents 
the initial survival of progenitors directly receiving radiation, the 

medium/dashed curve represents the first observation of progeny (not 
directly irradiated), and the lightest/dotted curve represents the second 

observation of progeny (not directly irradiated). Note significant overlap in 
residual survival of cells exposed to Cs-137 and their progeny due to 
minimal observed cell killing. There were roughly 40 days between 

observations (time taken to reach 80-90% confluency) 
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Table 4 – Isolating the relative effect of alpha exposure to the residual survival of CHSE-
214 cells. At each dose, “Expected Residual Survival due to γ” was calculated using the 
gamma component of the dose, and the function representing residual survival of cells 
exposed to Cs-137. This was then compared to the residual survival observed when cells 
were exposed to Ra-226. The difference (Δ) is the isolated effect of alpha exposure 

 

Dose 
(mBq/ml Ra-226) 

Expected 
Residual 
Survival 
due to γ 

Observed 
Ra-226 

Residual 
Survival 

(γ+α) 

Δ 

0 

    

Initial 1.00 1.00 0.00 

P2 1.00 1.00 0.00 

P3 1.00 1.00 0.00 

0.1 

    

Initial 1.00 0.69 0.31 

P2 1.00 0.50 0.50 

P3 1.00 0.66 0.34 

1 

    

Initial 1.00 0.71 0.29 

P2 1.00 0.56 0.44 

P3 1.00 0.73 0.27 

10 

    

Initial 1.00 0.75 0.25 

P2 1.01 0.61 0.40 

P3 1.03 0.81 0.22 

100 

    

Initial 1.02 0.55 0.47 

P2 1.10 0.39 0.71 

P3 1.23 0.64 0.59 

200 

    

Initial 1.02 0.31 0.71 

P2 1.17 0.15 1.02 

P3 1.39 0.45 0.94 
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Figure 7 – Calculated relative effect of alpha particle exposure on 
residual survival of CHSE-214 cells, as a function of effective gamma 
dose to progenitor cells. The darkest/solid curve represents the initial 

survival of progenitors directly receiving radiation, the medium/dashed 
curve represents the first observation of progeny (not directly irradiated), 

and the lightest/dotted curve represents the second observation of 
progeny (not directly irradiated) 
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3.7 DISCUSSION 

 At sub-lethal doses of gamma irradiation through acute exposure to 

Cs-137, the HaCaT cell line displayed a region of low-dose hyper-

radiosensitivity (HRS) followed by increased radioresistance (IRR). In 

addition, lethality was observed in subsequent generations (lethal 

mutation phenotype) with significant decreases in cloning efficiencies 

observed in unirradiated progeny cells. In contrast, only radioresistance 

was observed in the progenitor cells exposed to Ra-226 with significantly 

higher survival and no observable region of HRS. Further, the observed 

progeny of these cells showed increased survival and lowered lethal 

mutation. In comparison, the results of experiments using the non-

mammalian embryonic fish cell line showed the reverse of what was 

observed in human cell culture. Survival data following exposure to gamma 

irradiation confirmed existing radioresistance in the CHSE-214 cell line 

compared to human cell culture, with no significant lethality. However, 

survival data for cells exposed to Ra-226 suggested that alpha particles 

promoted lethality at doses otherwise known to have no significant effect. 

Considering the potential for sub-lethal doses from chronic exposure 

to radium and its daughters found in waste products, to remnants of 

historic commercial and medical usage of radium (ranging from self-

luminous paints to cancer treatment), the unconventional behaviors 
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observed in both cell lines of this study have potential importance in 

radiological protection. Further, the presence of radium in waste reaching 

the ecosystem from mining and nuclear applications is important given the 

currently growing interest for non-human radiological protection. 

The radioprotective quality of sub-lethal doses of alpha radiation 

that was observed in the HaCaT cell line, where cells displayed significantly 

lower lethality in the presence of alpha particles greatly contrasts with RBE 

values found in the literature. Previous in vitro studies of alpha radiation 

effects at higher doses compared to this study have all consistently 

demonstrated a significantly higher biological effect of alpha particles 

relative to photons, with values ranging from <2 for the induction of double 

strand breaks, to 3.5-10 for cell lethality and transformation in different 

cell lines, to >25 for other endpoints assessed (Thomas, et al., 2007). 

Research observing HRS/IRR behaviors suggest the activation of cell cycle 

checkpoints for increased cell repair, etc. as a possible mechanism for 

radioresistance (Fernet, et al., 2010). Considering only radioresistance was 

observed in the presence of alpha radiation, the results suggest an ultra-

low dose of alpha particles produces a sufficient level of genomic instability 

to activate the previously mentioned cell cycle checkpoints, inducing 

radioresistance. This effect was non-linear with dose with marked 

reduction as dose increased to the progenitor. The results observed in the 
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CHSE-214 cell line on the other hand is in line with currently accepted 

descriptions on the effect of alpha particles at high doses. Here, the 

concentration of damage events is said to exceed a threshold at which 

effective repair becomes difficult (Blöcher, 1988). Further lethality is seen 

in progeny as a de novo appearance of non-clonal lethal mutations, 

indicative of genomic instability. However, this decreases with subsequent 

generations suggesting the ability for existing damage repair mechanisms 

eventually to counteract the heritable susceptibility to lethal damage. 

The results of the study support the need to consider dose-

dependence when describing the relative biological effect of different 

radiation qualities. Overestimation of the biological effect of sub-lethal 

exposure to radium in humans can result in unnecessary psychological 

stress and limit productivity in industry (Batty, et al., 2017). In addition, 

the results of the fish cell line experiments confirm the need to be aware of 

species differences, confirming that protection for humans would not 

inherently protect ecosystems and non-human biota (Bréchignac, 2002).  

It should be noted however that the observed in vitro results cannot 

simply be translated to in vivo effects without further research. For 

example, while there is evidence for heritable NTE through in vitro and 

non-human studies, there has been no evidence for radiation-induced 

hereditary effects observed in epidemiological studies of human 
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populations exposed to ionizing radiation (Morgan, 2003). In addition, 

further research needs to be done to isolate the effect of dose rate on sub-

lethal exposure to high-LET radiation, as differences in time for cell repair 

can affect the level of radioresistance observed. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
DIRECTIONS 
 

4.1 DIRECT EFFECTS 

 There is sound reason behind using conservative risk estimates for 

carcinogenesis as a basis for nuclear safety. As a leading cause of mortality 

in the Western world, cancer has been studied through a variety of lenses. 

However, this has only confirmed that the etiology of cancer is far more 

complex than simply a matter of probability. This was demonstrated in the 

response by the scientific community to a report published in Science 

containing statistical analysis of the division of stem cells among 31 tissue 

types during an average individual’s lifetime. In this report, Tomasetti and 

Vogelstein reported a high correlation (0.804) between the total number of 

stem cell divisions and cancer risk. The authors further proposed, through 

this correlation analysis, that random mutations caused by errors during 

the division of noncancerous stem cells were implicated for a large majority 

of human carcinogenesis (Tomasetti & Vogelstein, 2015). At its core, this 

so called “bad luck” was seen to reduce the impact of hereditary and 

environmental factors on variation in cancer risk among tissues. The 
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report itself weighed such extrinsic factors to impact only a third of the 

variation in cancer risk, attributing the large remaining portion to bad 

luck. 

A great concern with the bad luck proposal was its incompatibility 

with known risk factors of certain environmental agents on tissue. A study 

by Little et al. considered radiation-associated and tobacco-associated 

risks through current models, in describing cancer incidence and mortality 

from the Japanese atomic bomb survivor LSS cohort, as well as baseline 

US cancer risk at various sites. Following the assumption that the Extra 

Risk Score (ERS) found in Tomasetti and Vogelstein’s report identified 

tissue types at higher risk for impact from environmental factors, Little et 

al. looked to see if ERS could be used as a metric to explain variation in 

susceptibility of a tissue type to radiation and tobacco. Results however 

found little correlation between ERS and radiation or smoking associated 

cancer risk, concluding predictions from the bad luck factor were “in 

conflict with predictions of a multistate model of carcinogenesis, under the 

assumption of homogeneity of numbers of driver mutations across most 

cancer sites” (Little, et al., 2016). 

Through their methodology, Little and colleagues also challenged the 

variable quality of the data used in the original study. Quesenberry and 

Goldberg refer to similar doubts identifying special cases like lymphocytes 
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that could be considered potential stem cells when encountering antigens, 

thereby making estimates of stem cell proliferation unreliable 

(Quesenberry & Goldberg, 2015). They also considered two confounding 

factors when attempting to estimate cancer risk by stem cell divisions: the 

concept of the immortal strand in stem cell biology and the impact of 

microenvironment on carcinogenesis. 

The impact of microenvironment can be best seen in cancers that 

revert to normal when exposed to different environments. Noble et al. 

further argued that changes in microenvironment could greatly influence 

the selective value of mutations, an interaction between the extrinsic 

environment and intrinsic bad luck factor that was not considered by the 

model (Noble, et al., 2016). This however suggests that in considering 

additional factors required in accurately estimating relative contribution 

to risk, using simple rules would not result in useful risk factors when 

planning cancer prevention and suppression.     

The concept of the immortal strand comes from a hypothesis 

proposed by Cairns in the 1970s, and further validated experimentally. It 

suggests that similar to mechanisms in bacteria which keep template 

strands together, stem cells co-segregate the parental strands into the cell 

that remains a stem cell so that any errors during replication do not get 

permanently fixed (Cairns, 2006). Considering the effects of the immortal 
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strand, one would expect differences in estimates of mutations through 

division rates. This is further complicated by evidence that mutations in 

stem cells, while predictable, are not completely stochastic. For example, 

while 76% of colorectal cancers have a mutated tumor suppressor APC 

gene, and while 1031 of 2843 codons can be changed to stop codons by a 

single base substitution, a substantial portion of the nonsense mutations 

occur at a region representing <3% of the codons (Gold, 2017). Tomasetti 

and Vogelstein have argued their correlations hold true despite substantial 

changes in stem-cell divisions (approximately 100-fold changes in either 

direction) however certain changes may result in different conclusions to 

how much variation is explained by intrinsic versus extrinsic factors. 

Showing that correlation analysis could not distinguish between 

intrinsic and extrinsic factors, the implication that only a third of variation 

in risk was due to extrinsic factors in Tomasetti and Vogelstein’s original 

analysis was challenged by Wu et al. who provided a reanalysis of the data 

using a different mathematical model. In this alternate methodology, Wu 

et al. estimated a lower bound intrinsic risk line by arguing the cancer with 

the least risk in the entire group should control for that arisen purely 

through stem cell divisions. Any higher cancer incidence would therefore 

reflect extrinsic risk factors. In contrast to the original report, this model 

suggested intrinsic risk factors only contributed to less than ~10-30% of 
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lifetime risk, a drastically different conclusion from that made by Tomasetti 

and Vogelstein (Wu, et al., 2016). It must be noted however that even this 

alternative analysis is flawed with estimates for extrinsic risks that do not 

follow what is known from epidemiological and genetic data (Noble, et al., 

2016). 

It is undeniable that the bad luck proposal had sparked a new way 

of understanding cancer. New computational models improving from the 

faults of previous attempts, while also incorporating factors like the 

concept of the immortal strand have aimed to deliver richer results to 

better explain external risks associated with agents like radiation or 

smoking (Little & Hendry, 2017).  

In addition, the proposal had found improvement through work in 

fields beyond computational oncology research. For example, by 

implicating carcinogenesis as a natural by-product of cellular processes, 

the bad luck factor had to answer Peto’s paradox which notes cancer 

incidence does not scale with the number of cells in an organism. Peto’s 

paradox is often explained with the lens of evolution, suggesting that 

natural selection has allowed larger species to have greater levels of cancer 

protection. With this phenomenon in mind, the data of the original study 

was reanalyzed to find that variation in cancer risk was best explained 

when the data was grouped by anatomical site, as each site had very 
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different risk per stem cell division. This further suggested the evolution of 

different cancer prevention in different anatomical sites within a body 

(similar to variation in cancer prevention of different species through 

natural selection) (Noble, et al., 2015). 

The greatest take away from the discussion that followed Tomasetti 

and Vogelstein’s report however was simply that by attempting to represent 

risk of carcinogenesis through highly simplified probabilistic terms, 

important contributing factors were often easily lost (Batty, et al., 2017). 

This is comparable to current nuclear safety protocols that fail to 

incorporate low dose phenomena. At doses relevant to nuclear incidents 

and accidents, detriment caused by direct effects (mortality, illness, etc.) 

are often comparable to those caused by indirect consequences and it is 

therefore warranted to consider more encompassing responses.     

 

4.2 CELL CULTURE 

The results of the studies described in this thesis have shown that 

at sub-lethal doses, survival greatly depends on repair mechanisms. 

Experiments observing the delayed effects of γ irradiation on the T98G cell 

line showed little to no effects in progeny of cells irradiated with 0.5Gy 

while showing a constant trend of reducing cloning efficiency with respect 
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to dose and time, after initial exposure to doses greater than 1Gy. It should 

be noted that the T98G cell line is known to exhibit a region of hyper-

radiosensitivity to doses less than 1Gy (Fernandez-Palomo, et al., 2016). 

This parallels the response of the HaCaT cell line which also demonstrated 

hyper-radiosensitivity to gamma energy at low doses. The results of the 

experiments described in Chapter 3 however show that high-LET alpha 

particle radiation may produce sufficient genomic instability to induce 

radioresistance in the same dose region. In such instances, the ratio of 

relative biological damage caused by alpha exposure is significantly lower 

than an equivalent dose of gamma energy alone, and as such a lower 

radiation weighting factor could be considered. In contrast, while the 

CHSE-214 cell line demonstrated increased radioresistance to gamma 

energy, the concentrated nature of energy deposited caused increased 

lethality when exposed to alpha particles. These cases would suggest a 

higher radiation weighting factor, similar to what is currently 

recommended. Further study is required to isolate the effect of dose-rate 

at sub-lethal doses. In addition, further consideration is required to 

translate the observed in vitro results to in vivo effects. 

The conclusions of the experiments observed in this thesis are in 

line with previous research that have shown evidence for a relationship 

between the effect of radiation quality on the incidence of radiation induced 
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genomic instability (Smith, et al., 2003). However, determining a concise 

numerical value such as RBE to communicate the efficacy of inducing 

instability events by high LET radiation relative to low LET has been 

difficult due to the range of endpoints and possible underlying systems 

following exposure. In studies described by Weissenborn and Streffer in 

the late 1980s following exposures of mouse embryos it was concluded that 

neutrons were more effective than X-rays at producing chromatid 

aberrations, observing a value of 7.5 at the third mitosis (Weissenborn & 

Streffer, 1988). Further study showed similar bias for chromatid-type 

aberrations versus chromosome-type aberrations in study of human bone 

marrow cell culture when exposed to alpha particles, while showing 

virtually no aberrations following exposure to X-rays [ (Kadhim, et al., 

1992), (Kadhim, et al., 1994) ]. This however was not reflected in 

experiments of the GM10115 human-hamster hybrid cell line which 

showed little to no sensitivity in response to radiation of varying LET 

(Limoli, et al., 2000). In addition to the species and cell-type specific 

differences in response, variation in dose-response was also observed. In 

the research article describing lethal mutation experiments on the HPV-G 

cell line by Mothersill et al. (mentioned in the discussion of Chapter 2), 

increased cell death was observed following 1 and 3 Gy of X-ray irradiation 

with increased levels of chromosome aberrations and persistent apoptosis. 

A dose-dependent decrease in plating efficiency was also observed 
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following the exposure of alpha particles generated by a Pu-238 source. 

However, while the progeny following x-ray exposure showed eventual 

decrease in the frequency of persistent apoptosis, the progeny following 

alpha exposure showed an increased fraction of apoptotic cells that 

remained at 23% twelve populations later (Mothersill, et al., 2000). 

To account for the variance in species and dose response for the 

endpoints associated with genomic instability at low doses, the relative 

difference in observed persistent cellular damage following varying 

radiation qualities can only be quantified once the underlying systemic 

processes that initiate and perpetuate instability following irradiation is 

identified. Epigenetics and inflammation are promising candidates 

however, epigenetic effects are often short lived and do not explain the 

temporal range of effects observed, sometimes appearing many generations 

later. Inflammatory and immune responses do not appear in cell culture 

and therefore there exists an additional means by which the damage event 

transcends the affected cells. In looking at epigenetic in vivo bystander 

effects in different organs of the same organism, located equidistant from 

the exposure field, a difference in loss of DNA methylation was seen 

between the skin and spleen of mice. Here, discussion of the difference 

pointed to the involvement of protein complexes, suppressor proteins, 

protein kinases, protein-related factors and signaling molecules involved 
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in cell cycle control, proliferation and DNA repair (Ilnytskyy, et al., 2009). 

While this is a sizeable list, it’s possible a complex combination of these 

molecules modulating the genetic background of the system, underlies the 

spectrum of aberrations, endpoints and phenotypes observed.          

It is also worthwhile to investigate variance in response to differences 

in cell lines to identify possible candidates. In looking to combat 

malignancy caused by the anchorage-independent growth of T98G, a study 

by Haga et al showed significantly lower colony formation in soft agar 

plates in transformants that expressed and secreted human ST2 protein. 

The inhibitory effect was dose dependent and reproducible showing strong 

evidence for the ability of the ST2 protein to suppress anchorage-

independent growth. Higher levels of ST2 mRNA in benign tumors 

compared to lower levels in malignant tumors support the hypothesis that 

ST2 is used in pathways that combat malignancy (Haga, et al., 2003). ST2 

is a member of the interleukin 1 receptor family and is able to activate 

mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) which are involved in the 

regulation of proliferation, cell survival and apoptosis, among other roles 

(Brint, et al., 2004). Studies have shown ST2 to play a central role in innate 

and adaptive immune responses, for example levels of soluble ST2 have 

been reported to be increased during sepsis as well as in trauma patients 

(Brunner, et al., 2004). Recent epidemiology of nuclear workers that were 
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occupationally exposed to low-dose ionizing radiation also show elevated 

levels of the activity of soluble receptor ST2 showing a possible link to the 

secretion of the ST2 protein in response to insult by low-dose radiation 

exposure (Katsarska, et al., 2016). 

Following previous suggestions that relate differences in low-dose 

radiobiological phenomena in malignant cells like T98G to their reduced 

ability to communicate damage signals, the results of this study further 

support reduced production of radiation-induced inflammatory cytokines 

in malignant cell lines expressing anchorage-independence, as a potential 

reason for their lower rates of genomic instability and bystander effect. 

Similar experimentation in malignant cell lines transformed to express 

genes like the human ST2 protein (as used in the study by Haga et al) 

could give further insight to the relationship of innate and adaptive 

immune responses to non-targeted effects. 
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Finally, more experimentation is required regarding the interaction 

of other NTE at low doses. Figure 8 outlines an experimental setup where 

culture medium is transferred from donor flasks to parallel sets of reporter 

flasks to observe bystander signals in the progeny of irradiated cells. By 

gaining a full understanding of mechanisms and behaviors that dictate 

responses at low doses, more effective decisions can be made to improve 

safety following nuclear incidents and accidents.   

 

Figure 8 – Proposed experimental setup to observe bystander signals 
from the progeny of irradiated cells. The lighter portion of the diagram is 
identical to the lethal mutation experimental setup. Yellow lines indicate 

culture medium transfer from donor flasks immediately following 
subculturing. The above would be replicated for each dose observed  
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4.3 FURTHER INDIRECT CONSEQUENCES 

 In addition to NTE from exposure to radiation at the cellular level, 

nuclear incidents and accidental releases can have indirect consequences 

in further contexts up to the population level. This is particularly apparent 

in the wake of nuclear emergencies. Following the 9.0 magnitude 

earthquake and subsequent tsunami that caused a meltdown at the 

Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant on March 11th, 2011, modern 

nuclear safety protocols ensured zero instances of mortality and other 

direct human effects of radiation exposure. Follow-up studies however 

have shown concerns in terms of post-disaster recovery. More than 50,000 

people still remain evacuated from the affected area. The stress of the 

evacuation can be directly linked to indirect casualties due to suicide, 

alcoholism, and other psychosocial consequences (Hasegawa, et al., 2015). 

Further, communities within decontaminated areas have low return rates 

and express difficulty in restarting economies (Yamane, et al., 2013). In 

general, the population of the Fukushima prefecture have shown poor 

resilience to the nuclear emergency. In response to this concern, 

supplementary work conducted during this master’s degree study used 

lessons learnt in natural disaster management to investigate the use of 

social capital as a metric in developing initiatives to improve community 

resilience in the unlikely event of a nuclear emergency. 
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 Social capital is a concept used to describe the use of relationships 

and interactions between individuals as a resource. While initially used in 

areas of sociology and political science, social capital has found useful 

applications in other fields. For example, when studying the disaster at 

Fukushima vast variations in mortality rates were identified between 

affected prefectures (National Police Agency of Japan, 2016). In analyzing 

this variation, political connections and the depth of social ties, strong 

indicators of social capital, showed greater influence on the rate of death 

than demographic factors or the height of local tsunami walls (Aldrich & 

Sawada, 2015). This is reflected in post-disaster research that has shown 

that in general, communities with greater resilience, returning to normal 

with fewer external resources, almost always use relationships, 

connections, and interactions between individuals of the community as a 

resource for recovery. 

 To bring this concept to the context of nuclear safety, preliminary 

research was conducted employing social capital as a metric to evaluate 

communities surrounding nuclear facilities. It was hoped results would 

give insight to resources that exist, as well as areas for investment and 

improvement to help the nuclear facility better serve their community. The 

first study location chosen was the Durham Region surrounding the 

Pickering Nuclear Generating station. Being immediately west of the 
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metropolitan city of Toronto, the population surrounding the nuclear 

facility has grown considerably to more than 211,448 (The Regional 

Municipality of Durham, 2017). As it reaches the end of its commissioned 

life, future directions for the nuclear plant have been the center of debate. 

In the latest provincial election, all electoral ridings surrounding the facility 

voted in favor of the party vowing to keep the reactor open until 2024, 

deciding against parties offering immediate decommissioning (CBC News, 

2018).  

 In the days leading up to the election, paper surveys containing 28 

multiple choice questions were conducted in a door-to-door fashion in 

selected neighborhoods of the Durham Region. Questions of the survey 

closely followed guidelines of the Social Capital IQ developed by the World 

Bank, with the intention of quantifying 6 dimensions of social capital: 

groups and networks, trust and solidarity, collective actions and 

cooperation, information and communication, social cohesion and 

inclusion, and empowerment and political action (Grootaert, et al., 2004). 

Neighborhood boundaries were defined following official descriptions by 

the Regional Municipality of Durham to allow further correlation of 

responses with demographic information using census data. Due to the 

involvement of human participants in the collection of data, the survey tool 

was evaluated and approved by the McMaster Research Ethics Board. 
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 While still in the early stages of analysis, preliminary results of the 

study have revealed interesting insights about the communities surveyed. 

For example, most residents found nuclear energy relatively safe, reflecting 

their recent vote. Further, the survey showed residents who found nuclear 

energy safe in general also showed greater trust in the regulation of local 

and national nuclear agencies, while reporting slightly less trust towards 

global agencies (Figure 9).  

Figure 9 – Responses to the questions “How much do you trust the 
regulation of …?”, as a function of “How safe would you consider nuclear 
energy?”. Examples were given for each level: Southern Ontario – Ontario 

Power Generation, Canada – Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, 
Global – International Atomic Energy Agency  
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Questions regarding social cohesion and inclusion, investigating 

inclusion, sociability, conflict and violence saw an almost even distribution 

in responses ranging from “very distant” to “very close” regarding the 

“feeling of togetherness or closeness in their neighborhood”. Interestingly 

strong correlation was seen between how a resident responded regarding 

their ‘feeling of closeness’, and their belief on how compliant their 

neighborhood would be to evacuation instructions in the event of a nuclear 

emergency. As shown in Figure 10 Residents who felt very close to their 

neighbors believed they would be compliant “to a very great extent” while 

residents feeling more distant believed their neighbors would be compliant 

“to a very small extent”. 

Figure 10 – Responses to the question “How compliant would your 
neighborhood be to evacuation instructions in the event of a nuclear 

accident at the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station?” as a function of 
“How strong is the feeling of togetherness or closeness in your 

neighborhood?” 
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 Finally, as seen in Figure 11, survey results suggested a relationship 

between empowerment (the feeling of power one had to make important 

decisions that could change the course of their life), and the resident’s 

belief of whether their neighborhood would come together to jointly petition 

or address a major concern regarding the Pickering Nuclear Generating 

Station.    

Using social capital to quantify the effect of social phenomena allows 

for its effective use as a resource during decision making. This was seen in 

the study of community-based water projects in Central Java, Indonesia 

where social capital indicators did not return with positive associations to 

household health in the analysis of public wells but was a positive and 

significant determinant of improved household health in piped connections 

(Isham & Kähkönen, 2002). This was useful as it recognized, in context to 

Figure 11 – Responses to the questions “If there were a major concern 
regarding the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station, how likely would it 
be for community members to get together to jointly petition or address 

the issue?” as a function of “Do you feel that you have the power to make 
important decisions that can change the course of your life?” 
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other resources involved in water projects, that investment in collective 

effort and cooperation was critical to the success of constructing and 

maintaining piped water systems.    

Through further analysis of the interaction of responses to questions 

regarding multiple dimensions of social capital, it is hoped that actionable 

insights may be revealed regarding the studied communities surrounding 

the nuclear power plant. For example, following the observed relationship 

of trust described in Figure 9, further investigation may suggest residents 

in these communities would prefer and express greater compliance to a 

local, tailored evacuation order rather than a global response. This would 

also involve the analysis of demographic information and further available 

resources (including but not limited to economic resources) for each 

studied neighborhood provided by publicly available land survey and 

census data. For the case of the World Bank looking to answer questions 

regarding poverty reduction strategy, etc., the contribution from social 

capital to the household was compared in context to other assets available 

to the household, namely income, physical assets and other resources 

making consumption possible. 

Moving forward, to truly resolve the under-representation of indirect 

consequences of exposure to radiation at doses relevant to nuclear 

incidents and accident, it is paramount that such effects be described 
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using a common metric. To be able to effectively communicate the 

detriment from low dose NTE at the cellular level – in comparable terms to 

detriment from consequences at the social level – in relation to currently 

well-defined metrics of detriment from direct effects of radiation, allows for 

a more holistic approach to nuclear safety. Such improvements to risk 

management and radiation protection of human and non-human biota 

would have meaningful impact to the adoption, and safe management of 

nuclear technologies and industrial applications. 
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